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5.3 Shared key-based UE authentication with certificate-based 
NAF authentication 

The authentication mechanism described in this section is mandatory to implement in UE and NAF. 

This section explains how the procedures specified in TS 33.220 [3] have to be enhanced when HTTPS is used between 
a UE and a NAF. The following gives the complementary description with respect to the procedure specified in 
clause 4.5.3 of TS 33.220 [3], This document specifies the logical information carried in some header fields. The exact 
definition of header fields is left to stage 3 specifications. 

1) When the UE starts communication via Ua reference point with the NAF, it shall establish a TLS tunnel with the 
NAF. The NAF is authenticated to the UE by means of a public key certificate. The UE shall verify that the 
server certificate corresponds to the FQDN of the NAF it established the tunnel with. No client authentication is 
performed as part of TLS (no client certificate necessary). 

2) In response to the  HTTPS (HTTP over TLS) request received from UE over the Ua reference point, the NAF 
shall invoke HTTP digest as specified in RFC 2617 [10] with the UE in order to perform client authentication 
using the shared key as specified in section 4.5.3 of TS 33.220 [3]. The realm attribute of the WWW-
Authenticate header field shall contain the constant string "3GPP-bootstrapping" and the FQDN of the NAF, to 
indicate the GBA as the required authentication method. 

3) On receipt of the response from the NAF, the UE shall verify that the FQDN in the realm attribute corresponds 
to the FQDN of the NAF it established the TLS connection with. On failure the UE shall terminate the TLS 
connection with the NAF. 

4) In the following request to NAF the UE sends a response with an Authorization header field where Digest is 
inserted using the B-TID as username and the session key Ks_NAF as password. 

5) On receipt of this request the NAF shall verify the value of the password attribute by means of the Ks_NAF 
retrieved from BSF over Zn using the B-TID received as user name attribute in the query. 

6) After the completion of step 5), UE and NAF are mutually authenticated as the TLS tunnel endpoints. 

NOTE: RFC 2617 [10] mandates in section 3.3 that all further HTTP requests to the same realm must contain the 
Authorization request header field, otherwise the server has to send a new "401 Unauthorized" with a new 
WWW-Authenticate header. In principle it is not necessary to send an Authorization header in each new 
HTTP request for security reasons as long as the TLS tunnel exists, but this would not conform to 
RFC 2617 [10]. 

 In addition, there may be problems with the lifetime of a TLS session, as the TLS session may time-out at 
unpredictable (at least for the UE) times, so any request sent by UE can be the first request inside a newly 
established TLS tunnel requiring the NAF to re-check user credentials. 
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